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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, considerable attention has been given to the effects of removing trade restrictions on natural 
resource utilization and on poverty, especially in developing countries.  Our paper adds to the growing body of 
conceptual work to show conditions under which a developing country that, in isolation, is unable to produce 
enough to meet subsistence consumption requirements of its residents can gain from participation in international 
trade.  Using a small-country, two-sector, steady-state, general equilibrium model, we explore autarky conditions 
and the circumstances under which trade - perhaps supplemented by resource management - is able to lift all sectors 
of an economy out of poverty.      Indeed, trade may be necessary for survival.  However, if subsidies to subsistence 
sectors are required in order for such trade to take place, international prohibitions or restrictions could return the 
country to its autarky conditions and, with them, the return of poverty to some sectors. While the model abstracts 
considerably from “real world” conditions, it may help explain why some countries find it difficult to participate in 
free trade in the absence of domestic subsidy programs.   Those in the more developed world holding expectations 
about WTO participation by developing countries may need to exercise caution in advocating policy reform that 
would preclude - or eliminate - such programs. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
In recent years, considerable attention has been given to the relationship between trade policy and natural resource 
management.  Some have argued that, through WTO and other rules that seek to reduce impediments to trade, 
increased export opportunities for countries that do not or cannot effectively manage their natural resource sectors 
will lead to devastation – or, at least, “overexploitation” - of those resources (see Brander and Taylor (1998) for 
some of the theoretical underpinnings). 
 
Concern has also been expressed about the implications for subsistence sectors of relaxing trade restrictions.  One 
thread of this argument is that, if trade leads to the exportation of the subsistence good, the prices of subsistence 
goods will rise while prices of those goods used in (internal) exchange for subsistence goods will fall.  The result 
will be an exacerbation of poverty problems (see Greenwood (n.d.), for example.  Hertel, et al (2003) presents some 
empirical evidence in support of this proposition). 
 
More recently, Kemp (2003) considers the case where subsistence is expressed in terms of minimum consumption 
levels for survival and demonstrates that, in this circumstance, there may not exist trade or autarky equilibria.  Our 
analysis draws heavily on this work, although we consider sectoral, rather than country-wide poverty, and we 
explore the “compensation” issue in this setting.  We draw also on Emami and Johnston (2003a; 2003b). 
 
We analyze aspects of these issues via a general equilibrium model characterized by a number of simplifying and 
somewhat restrictive assumptions.  Despite these restrictions our analysis generates several hypotheses with 
potential policy implications. 
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We consider the case of a small country, one of whose sectors produces a natural resource good in quantities that 
exceed the nation’s subsistence needs.  The domestic production of other goods, in the second sector, is insufficient 
to satisfy minimum consumption requirements1 so that internal trade does not ameliorate the poverty problem.  Our 
major purpose is to examine whether, through international trade, an increase in natural resource exports (perhaps 
from zero) can raise real income enough to permit subsistence consumption of the non-resource good through 
imports and domestic production.  In particular, we identify those circumstances under which participation in 
international trade can assure subsistence consumption levels for all members of the economy. 
 
In the first section of the paper we outline the critical assumptions of the model and provide some support for 
making them.  Section two develops the model of a two-sector, developing country and derives autarky conditions.  
In the third section the country is given the opportunity to trade internationally as a price-taker and autarky 
conditions are compared with conditions under free trade.  Section four considers income transfer options for 
transforming “potential” into “actual” gains from trade, where the gains of particular interest are those that relieve 
the poverty (that is, below-subsistence consumption levels) experienced in autarky.  This section also explores the 
“trade breeds poverty” argument, outlining circumstances under which this could, indeed, occur.  In section five we 
demonstrate that there are conditions under which resource management can generate potential gains from trade, 
while pointing out that this need not always be the case.  The last section of the paper outlines hypotheses generated 
by the analysis. 
 
 
MODELING TRADE, RESOURCES AND SUBSISTENCE 
 
This paper adds to the growing literature on economic models of trade and natural resources, with particular 
attention to the consequences of trade for a small, less-developed, two-sector country in which an exportable 
resource good is produced in one of the sectors.  Our approach differs from earlier work in three major respects.  
First, the resource good in our model is not an input but, rather, is one of two goods produced in the economy.  
Second, while some earlier analyses (e.g., Chichilnisky, 1994) address the question of subsistence through use of the 
household production model, we, instead, treat subsistence directly through assumptions about the individual’s 
utility function.  Third, unlike analyses that assume utility functions for individuals in the subsistence sector differ 
from those for individuals in the non-subsistence sector we assume preferences are the same for all members of the 
society, allowing us to abstract from the effects of taste differences among consumers.  Like Chichilnisky, but unlike 
Brander and Taylor (1997a, 1997b and 1998), from whose trade model we borrow, we preserve the assumption that 
labor is immobile across sectors.  Our model also retains the Hannesson (2000) assumption of diminishing returns to 
labor in the non-resource good sector. 
 
In our model, we abstract from exchange rate effects.  In particular we do not consider the (likely) possibility that an 
increase in the developing country’s exports will result in a rise in the foreign exchange value of its currency.  With 
the exchange rate fixed and the assumption that output of the non-resource sector cannot be increased in response to 
higher demand (principally because of the labor immobility assumption), all the increased income of the resource 
sector will be spent on imports.  If the expanded foreign demand for natural resources from the resource sector 
results in higher domestic prices of the resource good, this will reduce the real income of the non-resource sector.  
Thus the issue of compensation is an important component of the analysis.  Its form is a controversial issue in WTO 
negotiations, a subject to which we devote some attention. 
 
Our treatment of both subsistence consumption and labor immobility needs justification.  We begin with the former. 
 
The nature of the links between trade and the environment is importantly determined by assumptions about demand 
for the traded goods (e.g., Rauscher 1994).  To date little attention has been devoted to the role of subsistence 
consumption requirements2. Emami and Johnston (2003a; 2003b), using a model similar to the one employed in the 
present paper, have demonstrated that, if a country’s production possibilities do not permit subsistence consumption 
levels to be met, trade may be necessary (although not sufficient) for survival. We have been puzzled by the 
apparent absence of subsistence considerations in other theoretical models of international trade. This void has 
recently, and most insightfully, been filled by Kemp (2003) who provides a general framework for analyzing the 
trade-subsistence relationship through use of Scitovsky subsistence indifference curves.  Kemp suggests that, 
because of climatic and land limitations, even wealthy countries may have no autarkic equilibria and outlines 
conditions on offer curves necessary for the existence of free trade equilibria. While we utilize a particular 
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functional form for consumer preferences, our model is very much in the spirit of Kemp’s important contribution.  A 
major difference, however, is that we focus on sectoral differences within the economy and look explicitly at how 
the internal distribution of gains from trade affects a country’s ability to trade. 
 
In the present paper we employ a demand system that considers subsistence consumption explicitly: the linear 
expenditure system, based on the Stone-Geary utility function (Phlips 1983).   While this system has seldom been 
considered in theoretical work on the relationship between trade and natural resources, it does play a major role in 
computable general equilibrium (CGE) models, especially those that pertain to developing countries (see Shoven 
and Whalley 1984, Francois and Shiells 1994, and Hewings and Madden 1995, for examples.).   
 
The second assumption requiring justification is that of internal and external labor immobility.   Assuming that labor 
does not move among countries is not unrealistic because of national policies that restrict immigration.   Internal 
labor immobility, on the other hand, suggests that labor is not free to move between sectors in response to wage-rate 
differences.  This contrasts with the factor mobility assumption of the neoclassical model of markets.   
 
However, there is historical, empirical and theoretical support for such an assumption.   Haberler (1950) examines 
the implications of internal factor immobility for the classical trade model, suggesting that there may be 
“technological” and “unwillingness to move” explanations for such immobility.  Ohlin (1933) devotes two chapters 
of his classic, Interregional and International Trade, to discussion of restrictions on labor mobility across regions 
and sectors of individual countries.  Johnson (1987) points out that “so long as factor prices are flexible, immobility 
of factors cannot prevent (a) country from being better off under free trade than with protection.” (pages 244-5).  
The assumption of factor immobility, then, may not be unnecessarily restrictive. 
 
The Harris-Todaro models of rural-urban migration suggest that, despite higher wage rates in urban areas, these are 
accompanied by high unemployment rates, because the high wage rates are above market levels due to union 
activity and other rigidities (Todaro 1969, Harris and Todaro 1970). Thus, locating urban employment involves both 
high search and moving costs and, thereby, reduces the incentive to move3. But, from a long run perspective, 
expected lifetime earnings may be higher in urban than rural settings and, thus, movement occurs.  However, this 
simply exacerbates the urban unemployment problem, resulting in urban poverty and increased labor immobility, 
albeit within the urban community.  So, while physical mobility may occur, mobility across economic sectors may 
not.   An unemployed, unskilled worker residing in a rural community may not be able to find employment as a civil 
engineer, even if he/she moves to a nearby city.  This is a common form of labor immobility. 
 
Other factors that help generate labor immobility include within-country cultural diversity;4 political restrictions on 
migration;  cross-sector differences in education and skill level requirements  (Kupiszewski et al. 2001, Iwakir and 
Neaz 1982); the practices of paying landless workers with small plots of land to grow food for their own subsistence 
(Rosell (n.d.)) and other contractual arrangements that tie labor to particular regions, economic sectors or employers 
(Otsuka et al. 1992); family, cultural, religious and racial ties. 
 
 

THE MODEL 

Our economy consists of two sectors, a natural resource sector producing good H (a renewable resource, for 
example, fish) and an “all other goods” sector M .  Each sector has its own, fully employed labor supply, HL  and 

ML and labor is immobile between sectors and across countries.    Our country is a price-taker in international 
product markets.  Production in each sector is given by 

, 0 1,  (see Hannesson 2000) P
MM Lγ γ= < <  (Eq.1) 

1 , ,  and 0, 1P
H H

A AH AKL L A K r
r r

 = − > < 
 

 (Eq. 2) 

Where, ,  and A K r are parameters associated with the Schaefer model of “steady state” fish production (Schaefer 
1957).  The superscript P  denotes production and L  represents labor units.   
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All consumers have identical preferences and, thus, utility functions can be aggregated,5 yielding, for each sector 
( , )i i H M= , iU given in (3). 

( ) ( )( )1
0 1, ,  and C C C C

i i iU M M H H M M H H
β β

β
−

= − − < < ≥ ≥  (Eq. 3) 

where, ,C C
i iM H denote the thi sector’s total consumption of M and H respectively.  For convenience we assume 

the sectors have equal populations, so that M and H represent subsistence consumption requirements that are 
identical across sectors.  Letting MY and HY denote income for the two sectors and setting the price of M , the 
numeraire good, at unity, we derive the following sector demand relationships:   

( ) ( )1 iC
i

H

Y M
H H

P

β
β

− −
= + ,     ,i M H=  (Eq. 4) 

( )1C
i i HM Y M P Hβ β β= + − −  (Eq. 5) 

where,  P
MY M= and  P

H HY P H= .   Note that HL  and ML  represent the populations of the two sectors.  Both 
are known and, thus, so are HP  and   MP.  The autarky price, then, can be shown to be:6 

( )( )
( )

1 2

2

P
autarky
H P

M M
P

H H

β

β

− −
=

−
 (Eq. 6) 

For 0 autarky
HP< < +∞ requires that 2PM M> , and 2PH H> .  That is, production of each good must be higher 

than the sum of the subsistence levels of that good across the two sectors.  Note that, for the resource good, the 
smaller the gap between domestic production and subsistence, the higher the autarky price.  While not reflected in 
(6) it must also be the case that, in equilibrium, C

MM M> , C
HM M> ,  C

MH H> and  C
HH H> .   In autarky, 

satisfying these four inequalities is a sufficient condition for autarky
HP  to have a positive value.  Kemp (2003), cited 

above, demonstrates that, in the presence of subsistence consumption requirements, it is possible that an autarkic 
equilibrium does not exist and suggests ways that conventional trade theory can be amended to accommodate this 
possibility. 
 
 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
Trade without Income Transfers 
 
What are the consequences of international trade on each sector’s welfare?  We consider the case of a higher 
(relative) world price of H than exists in autarky, giving this country motivation to export H and import M.  At this 
stage of the analysis we do not permit the sector that gains from trade to compensate the sector that does not. 
The indirect utility functions for the two sectors, *

MU and *
HU , are: 

( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1

1* 1
P

P
M H

H

M M
U M M P H H

P

β
ββββ β

−

−

  −    = − − − −         

 (Eq. 7) 

( )( )
( )1

1* 1 P P
H H H

H

MU P H M P H H H
P

βββββ β
−

−
    = − − − − −       

 (Eq. 8) 

Then, changes in each sector’s utility as a result of change in the price of the resource good ( )HP are  

( )( )* 1
0 as 

P
M

H
H

M MdU
P

dP H

β

β

− −
 (Eq. 9) 
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( )
( )

* 1
0 as H

H PH

MdU
P

dP H H

β

β

−

−
 (Eq. 10) 

subject to the limitations discussed below. 
 
From (6), in autarky 2PM M> , which implies that PM M> , so that, for HP > 0 , * 0M HdU dP < and. thus, the 

M sector will lose from trade. The H sector will, in general, gain.  Note that ( ) 0PH H− < in autarky, so that 
* 0H HdU dP > simply requires that the world price exceed the autarky price.  An exception to this is the case of a 

world price that is so high that the M sector’s production is not sufficient to allow its members to purchase the 
subsistence level of H 7.  In this case it is likely that either the country will maintain its autarky position or that the 
H sector will trade on the international market, bypassing the M  sector entirely.  
 
Can trade “pull a country out of poverty”?  Suppose that either 2PM M<  or 2PH H< , so that one of the goods is 
not produced in sufficient quantity to meet the subsistence requirements of all workers/consumers in the economy.  
Under these circumstances, autarky is not viable because some members of the country will not survive. 
 
Should the country open itself to free trade, however, it may be able to address the problem successfully.  It turns 
out that such success is possible over only a range of free trade prices.  For all members of the economy to reach 
subsistence consumption levels requires that , ,C C

M HM M M M≥ ≥  ,C
MH H≥  and C

HH H≥ .  Consider the 
M sector, 

( )
 and 

P
C C
M M H

M M
M M H H P

H

−
≥ ≥ ⇒ ≤  (Eq. 11) 

For the H sector, 

( )
 and C C

H H H P
MM M H H P

H H
≥ ≥ ⇒ ≥

−
 (Eq. 12) 

Thus, to permit subsistence levels to be reached in both sectors and for both goods requires: 
P

HP
M M MP

HH H
−

≤ ≤
−

 (Eq. 13) 

Suppose we let  , , and 0 2,  or P P
M H iM k M H k H k i M H= = ≤ ≤ = .  Then, 

M
H

H

k M MM P
k H H H

−
≤ ≤

−
 (Eq. 14) 

What are the conditions on Mk and Hk that permit this inequality to be satisfied?  Start by finding from (14) when   
( ( )) ( ) )H MM k H H k M M H− < − , 

1
H

M
H

k
k

k
>

−
 (Eq. 15) 

Suppose 2 Hk >  and 2Mk < , so that M is the good whose consumption cannot reach subsistence levels for all 
consumers in autarky.  This condition indicates that, the larger Hk , the smaller Mk can be for there to be a set of 
free trade prices that permit subsistence levels to be met by all consumers.8 
Note that, from (14), free trade prices cannot be “too high” or “too low”.  If 

( )1M
H

k M
P

H
−

>  (Eq. 16) 

income levels in the M sector are not high enough, relative to the price of H , to permit consumers in that sector to 
achieve subsistence.  If 

( )1H
H

MP
k H

<
−

 (Eq. 17) 
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incomes in the H sector are relatively low because of the low prices of the good it produces and, in fact, are so low 
that consumers in that sector cannot consume at or above subsistence levels. 
 

Trade and the Sharing of Gains 

Trade may be able to pull the country out of poverty under a wider range of conditions if we permit gains from trade 
to be shared by the sectors.  This is analogous to the standard case in which gains from trade require compensation 
of the “losers” by the “winners,” as is illustrated in Figure 1 for a case in which 2PH H>  and 2PM M< .  At the 
world relative price given by the absolute value of the slope of WP , no trade that involves all members of the 
economy is possible (although, as before, the H sector could abandon the M sector and trade only in international 
markets).  However, with the transfer depicted, the M sector’s “endowment” is large enough for “gains from trade” 
to accrue to both sectors.9  
 
                  PM      M             OM   

              PH        
       transfer   UH 

                           
                     
               H  
           
  H 
   MU          1/W HP P=  

  H  
   
   
 
 
        HO                           M    

Figure 1: Impact of transfer when 2PH H> and 2PM M<  
 
There are various ways that such compensation could be accomplished: lump-sum payments, tariffs and other trade 
restrictions are examples.10   Suppose that, either through tariffs and tariff revenue transfers or through direct 
subsidy programs or income transfers, our less-developed country had achieved an equilibrium condition that had 
been relatively stable over time.  In other words, suppose we reverse the process described above.  Could the 
subsequent imposition of “free trade” conditions lead to poverty conditions in the M sector and, more generally, in 
developing countries?  If, through the rules of the WTO or other international body, for example, such apparent 
“trade restrictions” were prohibited, our analysis suggests that the H sector would continue to benefit from 
international trade but the M sector would be reduced to poverty status11.    
 

In such circumstances a country’s policy-makers may attempt to address the problem by reducing internal barriers to 
labor mobility.   If successful, this would lower wages in the non-subsistence sector and, thus, would probably be 
resisted by workers in that sector.   A system of internal taxes could, perhaps, be developed that would not violate 
current trade rules12.   On the other hand, even where such internal support affects trade, if its primary function is to 
assist disadvantaged regions of a country, it may not be subject to WTO sanctions.   Furthermore, there are several 
exemptions (e.g., for agricultural products) that may pertain.  In any event, it is encouraging that the trade-poverty 
relationship is being explored within the WTO framework (Panitchpakdi 2002). 
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GAINS FROM TRADE? 

But will there always be a compensation scheme that, if paid, guarantees country-wide gains from trade?  In this 
section we further explore the role of compensation in determining such gains.  In particular, we investigate Kemp’s 
argument, associated with his Figure 1 (reproduced below as Figure 2) that “at hypothetical world price ratios 
indicated by the slopes of ee’ and EE′ , and given in each case the appropriate scheme of lump-sum compensation, 
the subsistence level of wellbeing is achieved…”(Kemp, 2003, p. 3).  But what is the appropriate scheme of lump-
sum compensation?  By utilizing a model that looks explicitly at the differential impacts on the sectors within the 
economy we can begin to uncover conditions under which trade may relieve poverty in one sector of the economy 
but may not do so in others.  This is a circumstance which may increase our understanding of – and, perhaps, 
sympathy for - the pleas by some countries to permit subsidies under WTO regulations. 
 
In Figure 2, E EQ Q ′  is a country’s production possibilities frontier and E EU U ′  is its Scitovsky social indifference 
curve associated with the subsistence level of well being for each of the country’s households.  Note that Kemp’s 
analysis would be equally appropriate if his production possibilities frontier had been consistent with our more 
restricted form, in which the outputs of both sectors are fixed.  Our model differs from his, however, through 
dividing the country into two sectors, between which labor is immobile, so that subsistence consumption levels may 
be met by some, but not necessarily all, households. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Kemp’s (2003) Figure 1. 

Reconsider the circumstances depicted in our earlier Figure 1, a revised version of which is reproduced below as 
Figure 3.  With 2PM M< , no autarky equilibrium is possible and with initial endowments at the upper left corner 

( )and P PH M  it is not possible for both sectors to achieve subsistence levels.  Suppose external trade is possible at 

relative prices given by the absolute value of the slope of ( )M HP P P= .  In this case, the H sector will export 
E PH H units of H in exchange for imports of EH q  units of M, while the M sector is no better off than in autarky, 

unless H compensates M.  Does H gain enough from trade to be able to pull M out of poverty?  In general, the 
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answer depends on the relative world price of H although; in this case the answer is “yes.”    In fact, if trade leads to 
importation of at least ( )2 PM M− , while leaving at least 2H for domestic consumption, it is possible to divide the 

gains from trade so that both sectors achieve subsistence consumption13.  That is, as long as 

( ) ( )2 2P P
HP M M H H≥ − − , then with compensation, both sectors gain from trade.14   

Note that, with compensation, the actual trade volume is less, in this case, than it would be if only the H sector were 
trading.  This is because, essentially, with compensation, some of the trade is internal.15  
 
Suppose, once again, that this has been the situation for some time, so that, while the country is barely subsisting, it 
is an active player in world markets.   What if the relative price of H falls in international markets, perhaps through 
government subsidies of the production of H in the developed countries?   For example, let the new world price ratio 
be given by the slope of P′ .  In this case, it still pays the H sector to trade.  In fact, trade volume under the new price 
regime may be higher than before but, nonetheless, the M sector suffers extreme poverty because the gains from 
trade for the H sector are insufficient to provide enough compensation for the M sector residents to consume at the 
subsistence level.   This will be the case for any price ratio between the slopes of P and P′′ , the latter drawn to pass 
through point j .   Note that, from equation (12), along P′′ , ( )P

HP M H H′′ = − .   Thus, the world prices under 

which the gains from trade are not sufficient to allow both sectors to achieve subsistence consumption are given by 

( )
( )
2

2

P

H P

M M
P

H H

−
<

−
.   In fact for 

( )
( )P

HP

M MM P
HH H

−
> >

−
 trade does not allow either sector to achieve 

subsistence consumption16. 
 

 
Figure 3:  Compensation and subsistence 

There is a great deal more that could be said here.  Labor mobility could change the production mix.  But, even with 
immobile labor, one might expect internal exchange among some members of the H and M sectors to take place.  
This would benefit those who are able to trade and would reduce the volume of external trade from that associated 
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with single-sector external trade alone.  Nonetheless, it will not be possible to rescue all members of the M sector 
from poverty. 
 
 
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
 
Up to this point we have assumed that open access conditions prevail in the H sector, so that all labor in that sector 
is fully employed in the production of H.  We shall refer to the open-access production level of H as P

oaH .  In this 
section we ask what happens to the conditions for the “gains from trade” if resource management, assumed to be 
costless, is used. 
 
Because of our assumption that labor is immobile between sectors, the opportunity cost of labor is zero and thus, the 

economic rent-maximizing level of sustainable output is given by maximizing PH  with respect to HL  (equation 3).  

Label the resulting maximum sustainable levels of output and labor P
msyH  and msy

HL , respectively.  The actual, 

employable labor force in H is LH .  If msy
H HL L> , output and rent can be increased, although this will require that 

( )msy
H HL L− be withheld from the production process.  Only in this latter case will there be any impact of 

management on our results so far. 
 
The question to be addressed then, is a simple one:  what are the consequences of increases in PH ?  Consider 
autarky.  (a)  Suppose that, under open access conditions, 2P

oaH H>  and 2PM M> .  Then, from equation (6), 

0
autarky
H

P
P

H

∂
<

∂
.  This suggests an increase in the range of prices in the world market for H over which the country 

has an incentive to export H.  (b) Alternatively, suppose that, under open access conditions, 2P
oaH H<  (while it 

remains the case that 2PM M> ).  In this case there is no autarky price.  If  2P
msyH H> , a consequence of 

management is that an autarky price can be established, with internal exchange permitting all members of both 
sectors to achieve subsistence consumption levels. 
 
Now turn to possibility of trade but consider the case in which it is the M, not the H, sector that cannot produce 
sufficient volume to meet subsistence requirements.  Suppose that, under open access, 2PM M< , while 

2P
oaH H> .  If P P

msy oaH H> , will resource management increase the range of world prices under which trade can 
pull all inhabitants of this country out of poverty?  The answer is “yes” if we permit those for whom trade places 
them above subsistence levels to transfer some of their gains from trade to those unable to achieve subsistence.  This 
result follows from our “gains from trade” discussion of the previous section. 
 
Recall from that discussion that, as long as ( ) ( )2 2P P

HP M M H H≥ − − , then, with income transfers, both 

sectors gain from trade (i.e., achieve subsistence).  If resource management leads to P P
msy oaH H> , then the price 

range over which trade permits both sectors to achieve subsistence rises and the price range falls over which trade 
does not permit either sector to reach subsistence consumption levels17.  The latter situation is illustrated in Figure 4, 
where management is assumed to increase H production from PH  to *PH and there is an associated reduction in 
the range of prices, as indicated, over which trade does not permit subsistence to be reached anywhere.  This 
situation may explain why some developing countries are reluctant - or unable - to manage their resource sectors.  It 
remains the case, then, that, even with resource management, trade may not eliminate poverty (although, under the 
conditions specified, it does not create it).  
 
This discussion illustrates how, even in the absence of labor mobility, the benefits of resource management may 
accrue to both the resource and non-resource sectors of the economy. 
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Figure 4:  Resource management 

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In recent years, considerable attention has been given to the effects of removing trade restrictions on natural 
resource utilization and on poverty, especially in developing countries.  Using a small-country, two-sector, steady-
state, general equilibrium model, we compare autarky and trade conditions and show how a country that cannot 
provide subsistence consumption in autarky for its sectors may or may not gain from participation in international 
trade.  The analysis of this paper generates some hypotheses that merit further investigation: 
 

1. As is well-known, gains from trade require that “winners” compensate “losers.”  This is especially true if 
by “gains” we mean “permitting subsistence consumption requirements to be met” and, under that 
interpretation, trade may not generate such gains.  

 
2. Where such transfers could lead to the elimination of poverty, they may, nonetheless, raise questions in the 

international arena because they may lead to reductions in volumes actually traded. 
 
3. Where such gains are possible and have been in place over time through various subsidy programs or 

perceived trade restrictions, new rules to overturn such arrangements could generate poverty conditions in 
some sector(s) of an economy. 

 
4. For an economy characterized by a resource and a non-resource sector between which labor is immobile 

and in which (a) the resource sector can produce enough of the resource good to meet subsistence 
consumption requirements of that good throughout the economy but (b) even maximum production of the 
non-resource good cannot meet subsistence requirements for that good,  
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i.             trade, even without internal income transfers, may allow the economy to meet subsistence 
consumption requirements for both goods.  This is especially likely if domestic production of the 
resource good is substantially in excess of subsistence requirements and/or the gap between 
subsistence requirements and domestic production of the non-resource good is small.  

ii.           even with high subsistence requirements relative to domestic production possibilities, world prices 
of the resource good may be high enough for exports, if accompanied by internal income transfers, 
to “pull the country out of poverty.”  

iii.         at lower prices than those in (ii), the resource sector may still gain from trade but the gains are may 
not be sufficient to rescue those in the non-resource sector from poverty.  

iv.          if subsistence requirements, relative to domestic production, are sufficiently high, world prices of 
the export good may be such that, with or without income transfers, trade cannot bring either 
sector out of poverty 

5. Converting the resource sector from an “open access” to a “managed” regime can be expected to increase 
the range of prices over which participating in international trade will lead to the alleviation of poverty 
throughout the country. 

 
6. Nonetheless, there may still be world prices for which resource management does not guarantee that trade 

will alleviate poverty. 
 

Our work in this paper relies on a static, steady-state, model and at least two assumptions that future work in the area 
should relax.  Labor immobility and use of the Stone-Geary utility function are two of them.   While the model 
abstracts considerably from “real world” conditions, it may help explain why some countries find it difficult to 
participate in free trade in the absence of domestic subsidy programs.   Those in the more developed world holding 
expectations about WTO participation by developing countries may need to exercise caution in advocating policy 
reform that would preclude – or eliminate – such programs. 
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ENDNOTES 

 
                                                 
1 In most models of trade, poverty and natural resources it is the natural resource sector that experiences poverty.  
Our model can accommodate this case but we feel we make the strongest case for our framework by showing its 
power to generate potential insights even where it is the non-resource good, not the resource good, for which 
production is insufficient to meet subsistence consumption requirements. 
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2 In some economic development models, subsistence sectors are those whose members have sufficient resources to 
produce only enough goods for survival.  In our model, we, instead, allow the individual’s utility function to reflect 
the need for minimum consumption levels of some goods, irrespective of whether these goods are acquired through 
production, exchange, or both. 
3 Kemp and Shimomura (2003) is a contributor in this area, with the development of a model of trade in the presence 
of costly mobility of factors of production. 
4 Collier and Gunning (1999) point out that this is particularly characteristic of African countries. 
5 The appropriateness of aggregating over identical “representative agents” as if each is unaware of how the others 
will behave has been challenged.  Kemp and Shimomura (1995) suggest that “if each agent is like every other agent, 
and if all agents know this to be so, then each agent will make its choices on the understanding that all other agents 
make the same choices.  In effect, each agent will choose on behalf of the whole set of agents.  To that extent, any 
equilibrium will be cooperative.”  (p. 247.  Emphasis in original text. 
More recently Kemp (2003) has argued that, either the representative agent “…is unaware that he is representative 
or he is aware of the fact.  If he is unaware of the fact, he must soon learn better as he engages in a repetitive game; 
and, once he becomes aware, he ceases to be a price taker.” (p. 2).   For further discussion see Fujiwara and 
Shimomura (2003).   
 For now, we choose to bypass the issue by assuming that, in each sector, there are too many agents for any to be 
aware of his/her representative status.  We are grateful to Murray Kemp for his counsel on this point. 
6 Because of space restrictions we are unable to present the derivations of equations 4-6.  These are available from 
the authors on request.  Note, further, that, at this stage, our model is basically that of the “pure theory of exchange,” 
in which production is fixed. 
7 Keep in mind that, at this stage we do not permit the H sector to use its gains from trade to transfer income to the 
M sector.  Thus, in this case, income in the M sector is not sufficient to purchase subsistence levels of the high-
priced H good. 
8 Note that this condition cannot be met if both KM and KH are smaller than 2.  Trade cannot address the problem of 
not meeting subsistence consumption levels of both goods. 
9 Simulation results support our analysis and are available from the authors on request. 
10 In general, economists favor lump-sum transfers on efficiency grounds (Kemp and Wan, 1986; Dixit and Norman, 
1986; Wan, 1997). 
11 A less extreme form of this result would occur if utility functions did not have subsistence components and the 
argument would then focus on the issue of “potential” versus “actual” gains from trade (Woodland 1982, section 
9.2). 
12 This is a hotly-debated issue among trade theorists.  For a recent discussion see Kemp and Wan (2003). 
13 Further elaborations are available from the authors on request. 
14 Diagrammatically, this can be seen by drawing a line through j that is parallel to P .  If that line passes through d , 
H is able to compensate M so that both sectors are consuming at subsistence levels.  Higher world prices, of course, 
mean that one or both sectors can, through compensation, consume above subsistence levels.  Note that, with 
sufficiently “small” subsistence requirements (but preserving the condition that 2PM M< ), it is possible that the 
price line joining d  and j  intersects P

MM O  to the right of PM .  In this case we have the counterintuitive result 
that external trade could begin with the M  sector exporting units of M  in return for H , transferring some of the 
imported H  to the H  sector, so that, even at the relative low level of HP , the H  sector has enough H  to import 
at least the subsistence level of M .  Alternatively the process could begin by having one sector transfer all its output 
to the other sector, allow the second sector to trade in world markets and divide the proceeds between the sectors.  

Again, this “works” only if 
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15 With a reduction in external trade, this compensation scheme may be permitted under WTO rules on grounds that 
it does not promote exports. 
16 For sufficiently low levels of M  and H   (relative to PM  and  PH  ) there may be no such prices.  In those cases 
at least one of the sectors will gain from trade. 
17 Although such prices may not exist. See endnote 16.  Further elaborations are available from 
the authors on request. 


